Unique to Mustang’s 4.2-inch LCD productivity screen is Track Apps, which delivers performance metrics for drivers straight from the factory. The screen displays braking performance, and measures $g$ forces and acceleration times complete with automatic and countdown starts. The menu is accessed through a five-way button on the steering wheel and is located between the speedometer and tachometer.

Tracks Apps is available through the new 4.2-inch LCD productivity screen, which presents displays in an engaging, easy-to-use manner and offers information related to vehicle performance, which usually would require expensive external equipment. Each of the six menu options can be customized by the user. In addition to the basics like fuel economy and trip meter, a gauge mode provides information on vehicle functions like oil temperature, air/fuel ratio and cylinder head temperature.

Drivers track their fastest time and choose from 0-30 mph, 0-60 mph, 0-100 mph, the eighth-mile and quarter-mile.

Once the vehicle hits the selected speed, the screen instantly displays the elapsed time.